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El Paso ISD
Active Learning

Enrollment:
58,000
Number of Schools:
89
Learning Model:
Active Learning
Context:
Urban

Theory of Change:
Partnerships for School Model
and Professional Learning
Demographics:
84% Latino
9% White
3% African American
1% Asian

Website:
EPISD.org

Overview
El Paso ISD learned from the best districts in the country and worked with “best in class” partners in new
school development and teacher professional learning. Most important was recruiting and retaining
talented, aligned and collaborative school and district leadership. Over the past five years, EPISD has
become a national model for district transformation. Key elements of the change model include:
●
●

●

●

Learner-focused community-connected plan with a graduate profile;
 sing new school development to quickly create high-quality options and illustrate the path
U
forward;
 hasing in new technology-supported active learning models with infrastructure and
P
professional learning; and
Distributing and developing leadership and building an agile, can-do culture.
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Theory of Change
Through the creation of schools within schools, EPISD scaled successful models with the New Tech
Network partnerships. Open Education textbooks called FlexBooks along with professional training
for all teachers on active learning strategies resulted in all teachers moving toward the learning model,
making positive impacts for stakeholders including educators, administrators, learners and families.

Shared Vision
As part of the EPISD 2020 Strategic Plan, which initiated the shift to active learning, a town hall
meeting was held to develop a “graduate profile”—precisely what EPISD students should be able to
know and do when they cross the stage at their high school graduation.
The response: “We want graduates to be creative problem solvers.”
Based on the feedback from these early community conversations, EPISD leadership defined five
distinct goals that serve as pillars of their graduate profile:
1. Critical, Knowledgeable, and Creative Thinkers
2. Informed Problem Solvers
3. Effective Bilingual Communicators
4. Responsible Leaders and Productive Citizens
5. Socially and Emotionally Intelligent Individuals
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Success Metrics
These were articulated in EPISD 2020, a comprehensive strategic plan that incorporated community
feedback and publicly reinforced the team’s commitment to a strong foundation for continuous
improvement.

EPISD embarked upon the creation of a strategic plan in 2015, coincidentally named for the year in which it
would be most profoundly tested.

Learning Model
Connecting the dots between articulating these goals and successfully implementing a new learning
model in thousands of classrooms necessitated a shared vision and plan to support the transformation.
The vision for active learning came from the community, their Board of Trustees, and the district itself.
Scaling any initiative successfully involves building internal capacity and the processes that underpin it.
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EPISD partnered with engage2Learn (e2L) to generate an inspirational plan for implementation that
included the following:
1. Design a framework for Active Learning.
2. Develop a five-year responsible rollout plan.
3. Provide training and job-embedded coaching for every EPISD educator.
They assembled a design team of representatives from every district department. These EPISD staff
members streamlined all of their initiatives into a single, unique learning framework suited for every
El Paso ISD student. Thus the EPISD Active Learning Framework was born.

Planning efforts were thorough to ensure that the Active Learning Framework would integrate all of
the district initiatives, provide the opportunity for students to acquire the Student Learning Outcomes
in EPISD 2020, would be built on e2L Best Practices for student achievement, and would result in the
engagement, growth and college and career readiness that all EPISD students deserve.
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Flexible Learning Models
Like the rest of the country, El Paso was put to the test by the pandemic. The El Paso change model resulted
in a relatively smooth transition to remote learning. That was particularly true for learners in New Tech
schools who continued to work on projects in groups, utilizing the Echo platform as their home base for
communication, resources and feedback, and working collaboratively in groups using various platforms.
They engaged with their teachers in ways similar to the classroom experience.

Curricular Resources
EPISD introduced standards-aligned fully customized digital FlexBooks to create more flexible curricular
resources for teachers to support diverse students’ needs and interests. To start, a committee of teachers
gathered over the summer to build a science FlexBook that would serve their needs on the CK-12 Platform.
Over the course of five years, every teacher has personalized digital textbooks to fit with their lesson
plans. FlexBooks are free, online textbooks, also referred to as Open Educational Resources (OER). EPISD
was the first large school district in Texas to take the bold and innovative step into the world of teachergenerated electronic books.

Technology
Along with the strategic plan and active learning, the district launched the PowerUp movement to change
the educational landscape and provide technology to support students across the district. In early
discussions, they evaluated suitable technology and device management services to both serve students’
needs and ensure that the investment would be a lasting one. In summer 2017, the district distributed
15,000 MacBook Airs to students in grades six through nine. Now, all EPISD students in grades six through
eleven have MacBooks.
Equipment aside, maintaining an equitable experience for all students required some unconventional
thinking and investment outside of EPISD schools’ walls. The district’s leadership recognized that many
of its students’ homes weren’t equipped with internet access. To mitigate the lack of this resource, they
placed Wi-Fi hotspots in strategic locations throughout El Paso.
The “Plaza” is a digital teaching and learning platform that will become the one-stop shop for students,
teachers and parents. The “Plaza” contains the tools for digital communication, instruction, curriculum,
and collaboration for all members of our EPISD family. In recent months, students have thrived despite
the sudden transition to remote learning—a scenario that EPISD teachers and students seemed uniquely
poised to handle, given their active learning environment, fluency with technology, and familiarity with
project-based learning.
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Professional Learning
The Leadership team sought to change the El Paso learner experience through a massive talent
transformation. They understood that building internal capacity and investing in enhancing the craft of
the educators in their district would be paramount to this effort.
They crafted a Responsible Rollout Plan, but needed a way to support teachers, instructional coaches and
leaders through its implementation. During the design of the district’s Active Learning Framework, EPISD
leaders recognized that one-time professional development wouldn’t usher in the intended change in
classroom practices. The District Leadership team invested in job-embedded coaching for all of the
EPISD teachers and campus leaders through e2L.
They also invested in coaching active learning leaders in order to build internal capacity that would
support the framework’s implementation. Following E.M. Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovation Theory, a fiveyear plan was devised to support EPISD teachers and campus leaders in making the transition to the Active
Learning Framework. A massive professional learning effort, in which two feeder patterns of campuses
(approximately 1,000 teachers per year) received training and seven sessions of individualized, jobembedded coaching, has led to the implementation of the EPISD Active Learning Framework as the
instructional model in every classroom.
As illustrated below, the majority of the coaching shifted through a gradual release process so that EPISD’s
own active learning leaders coached teachers in the 2018-2019 school year.

Funding/Partnerships
The EPISD team catalyzed change through partnerships with New Tech Network to create school models
throughout the district, with Getting Smart to provide strategic consulting, and with engage2Learn to
provide professional learning for all teachers.
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Impact
Results in El Paso have improved across the board in the following areas: increased learner engagement,
improved test scores, higher graduation rates, improved college and career readiness, expanded dual
literacy, and more learners in modern facilities. Teacher pay has been increased with strong professional
development in Active Learning. Positive student outcomes were visible early on. In 2016—the first
year of the framework implementation—learner engagement increased and there was a double-digit
difference in standardized test scores in active learning classrooms. In year two, the framework feeder
patterns showed enough growth that the overall district scores trend turned positive, and EPISD received
the third highest number of distinctions in the state of Texas.
This student growth was due to every teacher, leader and mentor receiving training and individualized
coaching to create an equity of learner experience districtwide. Teachers are growing in the e2L Life
Ready Best Practices, which in return promotes student growth in academic and life-ready skills.
Crystal Johnston, an EPISD mentor, believed that the program had a significant impact on her experience
guiding teachers: “Coaching enabled me to be more intentional with my goals as a leader. It has helped
me be more purposeful by integrating initiatives and collaborating with teachers to make connections.”
EPISD began with a clear vision of what the community, board and district wanted for students and
articulated this in their learner profile. They set priorities for the desired transformation and then sought
partnerships and aligned resources to bring their vision to life. Through collaboration and commitment,
they have made a significant impact on learner engagement and outcomes across the district for all
students.

Contact
Tamekia Brown – Chief Academic Officer: tlbrown@episd.org
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